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A modern satire that conservatives and liberals will all enjoy...In Arthur Jay's latest adventure, public

hysteria has reached epic proportions over the class action lawsuit of Everyone versus Everyone.

Fed up with the status quo, everyone is suing everyone for the state of religion, politics, the arts, the

environment and the American Dream. Sixteen trillion dollars hang in the balance as corporations,

politicians, and everyone else, are all taken to court in this page turning novella. Who will win the

trial of the century? Everyone or Everyone?
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This book is a satirical page turner that is very relevant to the American presidential race of 2016.

Everyone is called to witness the trial where the Plaintiff is the public from all walks of life

represented by Attorney Otto. He has six hand picked witnesses, the most prominent is Guy

Arthur.Judge Bacchus, the Public Defender and the Jury act their laughable roles, while the author

with a finger, is poking fun at the judicial system and politics in America where reform should be the

responsibility of everyone, but it is not. Who is guilty allowing the state of the economy, education,

art, social ills and more, to fall into a path of deterioration?â€œGood citizens of America...



Democracy has failed. The promises of our forefathers were no more than whispers in the night.

Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness were mere sweet nothings, designed to butter us up.. Are

we really free, or just slaves to the illusion of the American Dream? Who here, doesnâ€™t expect

more from this life? Where did the time go, when values weighed more than gold?.. How many of us

have traded our wild spirit for the cold comfort of a cubicle? When did celebrity become the talent

and not talent the celebrity? When did inequality become acceptable?â€•â€œSociety isnâ€™t what it

used to be, and the only way to justice is through the courts joining the lawsuit. Everyone join

everyone against everyone, in the class action lawsuit of Everyone versus Everyone, and letâ€™s

settle this once and for all. For the promise of a better tomorrow.â€•Within twenty-four hours, the

story of the trial went viral. The whole country was caught up in the mania. The first to sign on with

the Plaintiff sensed little risk but great reward if they won. Eventually, even the sceptics joined in, for

fear of being left behind.
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